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Abstract 
This work presents the engineering examples of simultaneous energy harvesting and vibration control using 

piezoelectric materials. The first motivating application is a multifunctional composite sandwich wing spar for a 

small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with the goal of providing self-contained gust alleviation. The basic idea is 

that the wing itself is able to harvest energy from the ambient vibrations along with available sunlight during normal 

flight. If the wing experiences any strong wind gust, it will sense the increased vibration levels and provide vibration 

control to maintain its stability. This work holds promise for improving performance of small UAVs in wind gusts. 

Another motivating application is a functional graded composite structure, which is a potential solution to 

lightweight skins for spacecraft, and is able to harvest energy and suppress vibration in extreme conditions. The key 

effects not well studied in literature but investigated in this work are 1) an equivalent electromechanical model that 

is able to well represent the mechanical and electrical coupling through piezoelectric harvester, sensor and actuators; 

2) an innovative control law that is able to consume minimum energy with certain vibration suppression constraints; 

3) a well-posed finite element model that is able to demonstrate the frequency-dependent and temperature-dependent 

behavior of the stiffness and damping of the viscoelastic material that directly affects system modal frequencies and 

damping 
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